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Abstract

This vision paper reflects on the nature and status of
Requirements Engineering as a science, based on recent
RE journal articles on methodological foundations and re-
search classification such as [18]. We put this discussion
into the wider perspective of ongoing debates in other ar-
eas, including social and natural sciences methodology, IS
and design research. We propose a new categorization of
the notions of validity and evaluation, and suggest a crite-
rial framework inspired by work on the structure of scien-
tific argument.
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1. Introduction

Quite a few recent papers are concerned with Require-
ments Engineering as a research discipline. They reflect in
various ways upon its scientific, methodological and philo-
sophical foundations (e.g. [18, 17, 7, 6, 4]). It is noteworthy
that similar discussions take place in related areas such as
(Management) Information Systems (IS) [9] and ontology
engineering [8, 11].

Such discussions in information and computer systems
research have characteristic recurring themes that one may
summarize as follows:

• The proper scientific methodology to evaluate and vali-
date produced claims to knowledge.

• The question to what extent the design of IT artefacts is
(or is not) part of scientific research.

• The appropriate relationship between scientific research
and societal practice in ‘the field’.

In this short paper, our aim is to contribute to the ongoing
discussion on two aspects. First, we believe that the discus-
sion is enhanced if disciplines other than Computer Science

are taken into account, including perspectives from social
and natural sciences on empirical and theoretical research.
Second, it seems to us that the concepts of evaluation and
validation of research are currently used in an overly diffuse
manner and so are in need of a more coherent and rigor-
ous classification, applicable to RE- and IS-related research
work.

2. Images of Science Influencing RE and IS

Wieringa, Maiden, Mead, and Rolland [18] propose a
classification of RE research papers, which we henceforth
will call the WMMR classification. It contains as major
RE research categories: evaluation research, solution pro-
posals, validation research, philosophical papers, and expe-
rience papers. Importantly, each research category has its
own distinct evaluation criteria.

Evaluation and validation are clearly important aspects
and criteria of scientific research. In the WMMR classifi-
cation, evaluation is defined as the study of the properties
of an RE problem or solution in practice, i.e., in a field set-
ting. Validation is defined as the study of solution proposals
(for example, new RE techniques or conceptual modelling
methods) that have not (yet) been implemented or tested
in field practice. WMMR explicitly state that evaluation
and validation may use “both quantitative and qualitative
research methods, ranging from controlled experiments to
case study and action research” [18].

An interesting, partly implicit, implication of this view
is a rather broad-church, inclusive position concerning what
is to be accepted as scientific research. The WMMR clas-
sification embodies as a shared background two general el-
ements: (i) scientific research is fundamentally concerned
with knowledge claims; (ii) it is important that these claims
are evaluated and validated in some way. The importance
and indeed necessity of both elements is quite explicitly in-
dicated; but both what these knowledge claims may refer to
and how they may be justified in terms of method is circum-



scribed in a broad way.
To be clear upfront, the present authors are in favour of

such a broad and inclusive position with regard to scien-
tific research. However, we think it is useful to uncover and
reflect upon the underlying assumptions, for two reasons.
First, RE and IS research works at the borderlines of or
in collaboration with several different scientific disciplines
and fields of professional practice (more specifically, inside
as well as outside of Computer Science). It is a common
experience that other disciplines have specific (sometimes
also narrower) views on what science is. Cross-boundary
research activities have to be able to understand these views
and relate to them. Second, different (seemingly ‘philo-
sophical’) views on what science is or is not have impor-
tant operational consequences for research as it is actually
organized, carried out, and reviewed. Here, science is no
different from business or industry: general strategic con-
siderations (‘this is the kind of business we are or want to
be in’) do influence the nature, style and management of
actual operations.

The point we want to make here is that also in RE and IS
there are different (possible and actual) positions concern-
ing what our research discipline is. Before trying to achieve
any consensus, it is important to clarify first what these dif-
ferent images of science are. As we will show, RE as a
research field is influenced by and modelled after several
different images of science, but their underlying assump-
tions and differences are often not clearly recognized. This
blurs the foundations of the field.

2.1. Inclusive Models of Scientific Research

A first image of science is one that is broad and inclu-
sive, roughly in line with the WMMR classification. A
good working definition of this view on scientific research
we propose is: scientific research is a social practice con-
cerned with the production of claims to knowledge through
a process of inquiry in a way that is:

1. Relevant: produced knowledge claims are to con-
tribute and have specified added value to the current
state of knowledge.

2. Systematic: the process of inquiry that leads to the pro-
duction of knowledge claims is carried out in a critical
and rigorous fashion.

3. Transparent: knowledge claims are produced and ar-
gued for in such a way that they are clear and open to
critical scrutiny by others.

This definition of scientific research does state a num-
ber of specific epistemic desiderata (which are commonly
found in various guises in review and evaluation criteria),
but it is inclusive in the sense that it contains no specific

ontological commitments regarding the possible or allowed
subject matter, goals, nor methods of research.

2.2. Natural Science Models

There exist several other images of science, however,
that are more specific than the one outlined above and that
are now influencing RE and IS research. One influential
view has its roots in the natural and ‘exact’ sciences, as con-
cisely characterized in Figure 1.

Images of Natural Sciences 

� Theory
� Theory ≈ formal math and its 

machinery
� Fundamental “first” principles

� Axiomatic basis for theory 
(Euclid as classical role model)

� Conceptual organizational power 
(parsimony, Occam’s razor)

� Contrast with purely empirical, 
“phenomenological” models 

� Abstract; distant from directly 
observable reality 

� Often overlooked: many steps 
between principles and test in 
observable reality 

� Principle-based formal theory as 
core of scientific approach

� Experiment
� Validation by controlled 

observation & experimentation
� Experimental method as core 

of scientific approach 

� Engineering
� (1) “Just” practical application 

of existing scientific knowledge
� Assumption: knowledge 

transfer is linear value chain 

� (2) Research using the 
scientific method, for problem-
solving goals related to practice

� Assumptions: nonlinear value 
chain, &

� Goals other than explanation 
can be part of science

Figure 1. Images of Natural Science.

Upon closer inspection, the natural science model of re-
search itself appears to be the co-existence of (at least) two
distinct views on science. The first view, often labelled ‘Ba-
conian’, is that controlled experimentation constitutes the
core of the scientific method. The second view (that one
may justifiably call, say, ‘Einsteinian’) is that the scientific
method is first of all about uncovering the (abstract) funda-
mental ‘first’ principles as the basis for universal theories
and laws.

These two views are not necessarily conflicting, but they
do have to be recognized as clearly distinct. They oper-
ationally lead to emphasis on different kinds of research,
ranging from purely theoretical to purely experimental lab-
oratory research. This is also visible in the labour division
within natural science in terms of departmental organiza-
tion, and journal and conference structures. A consequence
is a non-trivial distance between theory and experiment:
validation of theories (e.g., in elementary particle physics
or cosmology) involves a lot of bridging research that pro-
vides the construction of the knowledge how first principles
ultimately are expressed or reflected in the observable real-
world phenomena that we can test.

Although Computer Science is often seen as a branch
of the exact sciences, there are quite some differences
that especially hold for the RE field. Although men-
tioned by WMMR, controlled experimentation is not abun-
dantly present in published RE research. Furthermore, con-



spiciously absent from the WMMR classification are theo-
retical research papers. This is quite remarkable since in
many disciplines (e.g., physics, biology) theory develop-
ment is recognized as an area in its own right, separate from
experimental and empirical research. The ‘philosophical
papers’ of the WMMR classification seem to go some way
in this direction, but already the term suggests that there are
quite some things still to be desired.

One difference is the nature of formalism that is typically
employed: logic-based rather than mathematical. A deeper
difference is that it is quite difficult in RE to state what the
underlying first principles are. Sometimes this is attributed
to the youth of the field as a science (an extreme version of
this view is that it is not really scientific after all). We be-
lieve that there is a more fundamental issue here. First prin-
ciples tend to be — and aim to be — universal and therefore
context-free. In contrast, RE research is inherently involved
in issues of system context, both in terms of technical and
even more strongly in organization and business aspects of
requirements. Context aspects should not be ignored nor
can they easily be abstracted away.

On the other hand, theoretical research heavily depends
on conceptualization preceding the expression of formal
theories and mathematical equations. In science, concep-
tualization takes place in an only informal way. In contrast,
RE and IS have over the years developed novel and rigor-
ous model-based methods for conceptualization, which al-
low for computational and other forms of validation e.g. by
CASE and simulation tools, but that are still much more
understandable and accessible to practitioners compared to
formal math and logic. Conceptual modelling and graphical
diagramming methods have been elaborated into a fine art at
a level of sophistication not found in other disciplines. We
would argue that this is an important specific contribution
to science: making conceptualization itself into something
that is scientifically more rigorous.

2.3. Engineering: Is Design Research?

The above natural-science image also plays a signifi-
cant role in the received view of engineering (including RE
and Computer Science). Upon one view, also cited in the
WMMR classification, engineering is the use of the scien-
tific method (as outlined above) to practical problems. So,
engineering is a form of science in which only the goal of
research is different — problem solving rather than expla-
nation and prediction — but the method is the same. In
contrast, the more traditional view sees engineering as ‘just
the application’ of existing scientific knowledge to practical
problems (and so is accorded a lower scientific status). This
is a view one encounters both in natural and social scien-
tists, by the way.

The traditional view is logically defensible only if two

assumptions are made: (i) knowledge transfer forms a lin-
ear value chain; (ii) the possible goals of scientific research
are limited, typically to explanation and prediction. Both
assumptions are in our view very dubious, and can histori-
cally and empirically be shown to be incorrect. The more
defensible view is that engineering is a form of science (if
done according to the above-stated general criteria of rele-
vance, systematicity, and transparency), but with different
goals, namely, related to problem solving and guidance of
practice. Accordingly, design or ‘solution proposal’ studies
(as the WMMR classification calls them) can normally be
part of scientific research.

This is in agreement with the position taken by e.g. Si-
mon [14], although the present authors believe that Simon’s
design science paradigm has important weaknesses. First,
it does not really consider the issues of problem framing
and analysis in context, or the ‘why’ questions that are key
to RE. Second, it frames design itself computationally as
search, centred around the question: What is the best next
move? In design practice, search plays a minor role: for
practical reasons, one even strives to avoid search as much
as possible. Mature engineering fields have therefore devel-
oped prefab solutions for many types of problems that are
then fitted to the problem at hand by forms of parametric
or variant design. Software and knowledge engineering put
significant efforts in the same direction, such as OO pat-
terns, reusable knowledge templates, etc.

In the end, what makes design scientific is not the act
of designing itself, just as it is not the act of writing that
makes research papers scientific. It is the ensuing claims to
new knowledge and their justification that makes design or
solution proposals scientifically interesting. So, in design
research it is mandatory that these knowledge claims are
stated and argued for explicitly.

2.4. Social Science Models

There are still other images of science that directly in-
fluence RE and IS but that stem from social research,
as summarized in Figure 2. A major distinction here is
that between the ‘quantitative’ and ‘qualitative’ schools
of methodological thought (for extensive and balanced
overviews, good sources are Robson [13] and Bryman [3]).
Other schools in social research and especially the human-
ities exist, notably the ‘critical’ and ‘postmodern’ schools
of thought, but to date they have much less exerted a direct
influence on RE research.

The quantitative school bases itself upon what is often
called the natural science model of social research. Ex-
perimentation is seen as the gold standard of the scientific
method, especially in its guise of the randomized controlled
trial (RCT) and so-called quasi-experimentation. Character-
istic for this school is the reductionist approach from com-



Images of Social Sciences

� Natural Science model
� Theory ≈ (ideally) formal math 

and its machinery
� “Quantitative” approach 

� Theory: network of empirical 
variables 

� Statistics

� “Objective” stance
� Predictive, explanatory

� Empirical research 
� Validation by controlled 

observation & experimentation
� Experimental method as core 

of scientific approach

� Separation of context of 
discovery and justification 
(confirmation)

� “Interpretive” Humanities model
� Theory ≈ coherent conceptual 

system (in natural language)
� “Qualitative” approach

� Human as agent, subject

� Knowledge as social construct
� “Subjective” stance
� Explanatory, understanding

� Empirical research
� Interpretation by observation, 

interview, text/conversation and 
symbolic (inter)action analysis
� Subject/Context-inclusive

methodology as core of scientific 
approach

� Discovery and justification 
(confirmation) seen as cycle

Figure 2. Images of Social Science.

plex conceptual frameworks and concepts (‘constructs’) to
variables as its theoretical languange and, in evaluation and
validation, its preference for statistical methods as the main
route to empirical confirmation of hypotheses.

Information Systems research as published in journals
such as the MIS Quarterly, an important forum for much
business school related research on IT, is strongly influ-
enced by this quantitative school. Due to the traditional em-
phasis on empirical and confirmatory modes of research, its
mainstream is far from considering engineering and design
issues as part of scientific research, and as a result shows no
tendency to refer to results appearing in the Computer Sci-
ence literature, and to propose solutions for the IT problems
it considers. This explains why doing so [9] is perceived in
the (M)IS field as kind of a recent breakthrough.

The qualitative school also has a focus on empirical re-
search but emphasizes that (unlike the natural sciences) it
is not so much the outside and context-free view of the re-
searcher/observer that is important in explaining the world,
but the context-inclusive interpretation and meaning that
people themselves attach to their social world. Characteris-
tic for the qualitative and interpretive approach are methods
such as interview, focus group, observation, ethnography,
action research, case study — methods also widely used in
RE and IS research and practice.

In sum, RE and IS research is being influenced by several
schools of methodological thought that make very different
and sometimes even conflicting assumptions on what sci-
entific research is. These assumptions do shape the general
approach to three salient issues : (i) how evaluation and val-
idation is done; (ii) the attitude towards engineering and de-
sign and, more generally, the relationship between research
and practice; (iii) the nature and role accorded to conceptu-
alization and theory. Therefore, we believe it is important
for RE and IS to be aware of and clear in the underlying but
often tacit assumptions it makes in researching, publishing
and reviewing.

3. The Issue of Evaluation

Now, let us clarify this with some examples. In their
classification paper, WMMR refer to Davis’s and Hickey’s
suggestion to look at medicine as a model for how to do
evaluation and validation research in a way that succeeds in
establishing a clear relationship with practice in the field.
Undoubtedly, there is much to learn from other disciplines.
But it is quite another matter whether they are able to supply
the proper research paradigm for RE and IS.

3.1. Varieties of Validity I

Evidence-based medical research tends to be quite
strongly informed by the quantitative school, witness stan-
dard widely used textbooks such as [2]. Apart from the
question whether this isn’t too narrow as a general posi-
tion, it is also questionable whether this would adequately
cover the issues specific to RE and IS research and prac-
tice — including the IT-oriented engineering and design as-
pects [17, 9], the many conceptual model-based techniques
en vogue such as UML [6, 10], or the (often qualitative)
ways practitioners work with their customers [4, 12].

Our own experience with the e3value approach in collab-
orative work with medical care research ([1], Ch. 8) sug-
gests that this is not the case. Also the viewpoint article
by Davis and Hickey themselves [4] is much less narrow in
this respect: positioning “know thy customer” as a first rule,
scenarios, human communication analysis, and “situational
research” all sit very well with qualitative-interpretive, case
study, and action research approaches. The key difference is
the context inclusiveness of these approaches, in contrast to
the context-free scientific ideal of empirical confirmation-
ist/falsificationist research [19], visible in much evidence-
based medicine but also much empirical MIS research.

Central theoretical principles underlying recent RE de-
velopments, such as the i∗ goal-oriented approach to soft-
ware requirements, the e3value approach to business con-
text and requirements, and viewpoint-oriented requirements
engineering vis-à-vis diverse stakeholder concerns, all point
to the importance of inherently taking into account context
in IS system development. Certainly if one appreciates a
strong connection between RE and IS research and prac-
tice, ignoring or avoiding context is minimally a very high
price to pay for scientific research.

3.2. Varieties of Experimentation

In the WMMR classification, evaluation and validation
figure prominently. These terms are used in ways that dif-
fer from how they are used elsewhere, for example in social
research, where in addition many varieties of validity are



distinguished. All these conceptions of validity link to spe-
cific evaluative questions one has to ask concerning research
designs and results, but they appear to depend on both the
goals and the methods used by the research. As the tele-
ology of RE and IS research differs from both social and
natural sciences, the field has to think for itself to develop
an appropriate characterization of experimentation and em-
pirical validation.

Although it is customary to speak of the experimental
method, there is a broad variety in experimentation relevant
to RE and IS. A useful categorization we suggest is:

(1) Logico-mathematical demonstration (‘proof’): if a the-
ory is sufficiently rigorously specified, certain desired prop-
erties may be strictly mathematically or logically derived.
This is seen in natural sciences or economics (e.g. tendency
to unique equilibrium), but is also relevant say in safety-
critical IS (e.g. deadlock states are impossible to reach).

(2) Thought experiment: describes an idealized but not un-
realistic pseudo-experimental scenario and then situation-
ally explores the implications of conceptualizations and the-
ories and their coherence (the debate between Einstein and
Bohr on the completeness of quantum mechanics is a good
example, see the Physical Review of 1936).

(3) Computational simulation and analysis: might be
considered as the next stage of the thought experiment,
whereby the computer has made it possible to run very high
numbers of experiment scenarios and explore a large param-
eter space (a computer use widely found in natural sciences,
engineering and social system simulation).

(4) Laboratory experiment: the kind of experiment stan-
dard in natural sciences but also quantitative social research,
based on clearly specified (e.g. causal) hypotheses, strictly
controlled conditions, and minimized external context influ-
ence so as to come to unambiguous knowledge claims.

(5) Field experiment: pilots of interventions (solution pro-
posals), familiar from engineering but also medicine, ed-
ucation, social evaluation research, where one attempts to
demonstrate the usefulness of an intervention under realistic
(context-inclusive) field conditions. Yin, a foremost author
on the case study method [19] positions case study as such
a form of field experiment.

(6) Practice/experience-oriented field study: if certain prac-
tices are established for a longer period, they can be ob-
served and studied as empirical phenomena both via quan-
titative and qualitative modes of research (e.g. survey, ob-
servation, interview, ethnography).

WMMR’s ‘validation research’ is in fact a single um-
brella term for all different forms (1)-(3), whereas its ‘eval-
uation research’ collapses all forms (4)-(6) into one.

3.3. Varieties of Validity II

Given this strong variety of experimental forms, it
doesn’t come as a surprise to find a similar wide range of
differing notions concerning the validity aspects of knowl-
edge claims. In quantitative research, we encounter con-
struct, convergent and divergent validity etc., which are ab-
sent in qualitative research where we find instead, say, de-
scriptive and interpretive validity.

Campbell, reputed for his work on experimental method-
ology in the social sciences, makes some interesting obser-
vations here (see his Foreword to Yin’s case study method-
ology book [19]). He states that it is not experimentation
per se that makes up the core of the scientific method, but
rather the systematic treatment of plausible rival hypothe-
ses, by investigating and testing the network of implications
of the theories from which hypotheses under scrutiny orig-
inate. Thus, theories are tested rather than just individual
hypotheses (“ramification extinction”). From this perspec-
tive, it becomes clear why all above-mentioned approaches
(1)-(6) are to be accepted as suitable scientific test methods
for knowledge claims.

A step further we make here is the observation that val-
idation of knowledge claims — whether theories, hypothe-
ses, new conceptual methods, computational techniques,
practice guidelines, or artefact designs — always boils
down to the construction of rational communicative argu-
ment that must be defended and made credible. In scien-
tific work, available empirical data and theory are systemat-
ically brought together such that knowledge claims follow
in a step-by-step transparent process of rational reasoning.
Therefore, we suggest that a more unifying framework for
the variety of validity notions can be found in considering
the general structure of argument.

Data

Warrant

Restrictions

Qualifications

Claim

Backing( Theory )

( Interpretation of
Data into Theory )

(Reasons )Data

Warrant

Restrictions

Qualifications

Claim

Backing( Theory )

( Interpretation of
Data into Theory )

(Reasons )

Figure 3. The structure of argument.

The general structure and rules of argument have been
investigated in past years in philosophy [15], communica-
tion theory [16], and critical thinking and informal logic [5].
A simple model of the layout of arguments due to Toulmin
[15] is suitable for our present purposes, and depicted in
Figure 3. This model suggests a categorization of validity
notions, with a checklist of review criteria:

(1) Descriptive validity D: do the data provide a truthful
description of the situation or problem that is considered?



(2) Theoretical validity T: are the employed theories or con-
ceptual frameworks explicated and shown to be appropriate
for the purpose?

(3) Interpretive validity I: is the way in which all available
data are mapped onto or interpreted in the employed theo-
ries or frameworks clear and adequate?

(4) Reasoning validity R: are all steps in the reasoning
sound and, in addition, consistent and coherent with other
knowledge that we possess?

(5) Internal validity Cint: are the claims made acceptable
‘beyond reasonable doubt’ within the situation or context
(or sample) considered in the study?

(6) External validity Cext: are any generalization claims
that go beyond the studied situation sufficiently credible?

Clearly, not all research papers need to satisfy all validity
criteria. For example, for the ‘personal experience papers’
mentioned in the WMMR classification the main criterion
will be their descriptive validity if they are to be a basis for
further theoretical and/or empirical research work.

4. Concluding Remark

Karl Marx once commented that those who are not aware
of the course of history are doomed to repeat it. RE and IS
should be able to avoid this trap. They can learn a lot from
experience, history, and philosophy of other disciplines and
associated images of science, as we have sketched in this
paper. Whether or not this was the intention of Marx’s com-
ment, however, once one knows the history, in the end one
has always to think and decide for him/herself.

We have therefore attempted to clarify the foundations
of the field in comparison with other disciplines. Investigat-
ing context aspects, in other words the ‘why’ questions, is
essential to RE research, both in theory formation and em-
pirical validation. There is a long way to go here, but an
encouraging result is that rigorous methods for conceptual-
ization have been developed in the field — and they have
shown some capabilities to deal with such matters. Crite-
ria to judge scientific progress in RE and IS also must take
into account its specific goals and setting: evaluation, val-
idation, experimentation, and conceptualization all assume
their own specific forms. This includes (though not exclu-
sively) real-world domains and practice beyond solely aca-
demic concerns.
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